
GEORGE WASHINGTONS ADVICE TO THE AMERICAN

George Washington's farewell address is a letter written by President George Washington as a Washington to the
People of America on His Declining the Presidency of the United States in the American Daily Advertiser on September 

Unlike the end of his previous term, now Washington explained, "choice and prudence invite me to quit the
political scene, patriotism does not forbid it. Controversy over American involvement in the dispute
redoubled. The fate of unborn millions will now depend, under God, on the courage and conduct of this army
â€¦. He stressed the importance of the Union that bonded all Americans together and provided for their
freedom and prosperity. But the outgoing president identified the emerging issues of our era long before the
advent of the internet or the time when the number of Washington lobbyists would outnumber members of
Congress. To safeguard their hard-won system of republican government in a federal union, the country had to
remain united. Washington believed religion and morality are indispensable supports. He warned that they will
subvert the Constitution in order to undermine that which cannot be overthrown. The agreement with Spain
had a much happier outcome for Washington. The French ambassador to the U. Washington, while dissatisfied
with elements of the treaty, signed it nonetheless. Foreign Policy in the Final Years A pair of treatiesâ€”one
with Algiers and another with Spainâ€”dominated the later stages of Washington's foreign policy. George
Washington: Foreign Affairs By Stephen Knott Upon becoming President of the United States, George
Washington almost immediately set two critical foreign policy precedents: He assumed control of treaty
negotiations with a hostile powerâ€”in this case, the Creek Nation of Native Americansâ€”and then asked for
congressional approval once they were finalized. John Bowman. His insistence on neutrality in foreign
quarrels set another key precedent, as did his insistence that the power to make such a determination be lodged
in the presidency. He then offers strong warnings on the dangers of sectionalism , arguing that the true motives
of a sectionalist are to create distrust or rivalries between regions and people to gain power and take control of
the government. Congress approved the treaty with the proviso that trade barriers imposed by England be
lessened. The Constitution empowers the President to nominate his principal officers with the advice and
consent of the Senate; it says nothing, however, about the chief executive's authority to dismiss appointees. If
he accomplished anything during his presidency, he said, it was as a result of their support and efforts to help
the country survive and prosper. To the President's considerable credit, he bore these attacks with
dignityâ€”not even responding to them publicly. Rather than expect "real favors from Nation to Nation,"
Washington called for extending foreign "commercial relations" that could be mutually beneficial, while
maintaining "as little political connection as possible. Today in America religion is often reviled and
pernicious pleasure-seeking utilitarian immorality is on the rise. Washington said that failure to do this means
we will be making our children pay the debts we ourselves should pay.


